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Traffic surveillance can be used to monitor and collect the traffic condition data of road
networks, which plays an important role in a wide range of applications in intelligent
transportation systems (ITSs). Accurately and rapidly detecting and counting vehicles in
traffic videos is one of the main problems of traffic surveillance. Traditional video-based
vehicle detection methods, such as background subtraction, frame difference, and optical
flow have some limitations in accuracy or efficiency. In this paper, deep learning is applied
for vehicle counting in traffic videos. First, to solve the problem of the lack of annotated
data, a method for vehicle detection based on transfer learning is proposed. Then, based
on vehicle detection, a vehicle counting method based on fusing the virtual detection area
and vehicle tracking is proposed. Finally, due to possible situations of missing detection
and false detection, a missing alarm suppression module and a false alarm suppression
module are designed to improve the accuracy of vehicle counting. The results show that
the proposed deep learning vehicle counting framework can achieve lane-level vehicle
counting without enough annotated data, and the accuracy of vehicle counting can reach
up to 99%. In terms of computational efficiency, this method has high real-time
performance and can be used for real-time vehicle counting.
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1 INTRODUCTION

The rapid growth of the urban population and motor vehicles has led to a series of traffic problems.
Intelligent transportation systems (ITSs) are considered the best tool to solve these problems. With
the development of the Internet of Things (iot) technology, communications technology and
computer vision, traffic surveillance has become a major technology of traffic parameter
collection and plays a crucial role [1–3]. Traffic flow is an important basic parameter in ITS [4,
5], and accurately and rapidly detecting and counting vehicles based on traffic videos is a common
research topic. Over the last decades, various vision approaches have been proposed to automatically
count vehicles in traffic videos. Many existing vehicle counting methods rely on a vehicle detector
based on the vehicle’s appearance and features that are located via foreground detection, and vehicles
are counted based on vehicle detection results [6–8]. In general, the methods for vehicle counting
based on traffic videos can be divided into two subtasks: vehicle detection and vehicle counting.

In vehicle detection, the common methods include background subtraction [9, 10], frame
difference [11, 12], optical flow [13, 14] and deep learning object detection [15–18]. The first
three methods detect vehicles through manually extracted features, which are relatively simple, but
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they also have some limitations in accuracy or robustness. Instead
of manually extracting features, the deep learning method
simulates information processing of the human brain and
enables the constructed network to perform automatic feature
extraction by training on a large annotated dataset [19]. However,
this method relies on a large training dataset and is difficult to
apply to various traffic video scenarios. Transfer learning can be
combined with deep learning to build a model of target tasks
based on source tasks [17, 20–22], but combining transfer
learning with deep learning in the absence of annotated data
is still an important research direction to study.

For vehicle counting, the usual approaches can be mainly
divided into two categories: vehicle counting based on the virtual
detection area [23–25] and vehicle counting based on vehicle
tracking [26–28]. The virtual detection area sets up virtual
detection areas in a video to determine whether there are
vehicles passing through according to the change of the area’s
grey value, which is highly efficient, but it easily makes mistakes
due to lane changing or parallel driving. Vehicle tracking extracts
the trajectory of each vehicle by matching vehicles detected in
each frame of video sequences and counts the number of vehicles
based on vehicle trajectories, which has a high accuracy, but the
computing cost is relatively high.

With the development of deep learning object detection and
the computability of hardware, such as GPUs, it is possible to
build a deep learning vehicle counting model with high accuracy
and efficiency, but there are still some challenges. On the one
hand, it is time-consuming to build a training dataset for a
specific traffic scenario. The primary problem is constructing a
vehicle detection model with good performance rapidly through
transfer learning in the absence of training data. On the other
hand, although deep learning vehicle detection can detect vehicles
more accurately, it is still inevitable that situations of missing
detection or false detection occur. Avoiding errors caused by
these situations is a key problem to solve to further improve the
accuracy of vehicle counting when the accuracy of vehicle
detection is difficult to improve.

In this paper, a deep learning framework for vehicle counting is
proposed. To solve the problem of lacking training data, a method
of vehicle detection model construction based on transfer learning
and open datasets is proposed, which can build a vehicle detection
model with high-quality performance rapidly in the absence of
training data. Moreover, for the possible situations of missing
detection and false detection, a vehicle counting method based on
fusing the virtual detection area and vehicle tracking is proposed,
which can avoid the errors caused by missing detection or false
detection and further improve the accuracy of vehicle counting.

2 PROPOSED FRAMEWORK

In this section, we introduce the proposed deep learning
framework for video-based vehicle counting. As shown in
Figure 1, the framework can be divided into three stages:
dataset building, vehicle detection model construction, and
vehicle counting. First, to build a training dataset for deep
learning vehicle detection model construction and avoid

spending too much time labelling images, annotated images
containing vehicles in the open dataset are extracted as
training data. In addition, to further improve and evaluate the
performance of the vehicle detection model, a few frame images
in traffic videos are extracted and divided into supplemental
training data and testing data after being labelled. Next, in the
vehicle detection model construction stage, a deep learning object
detection model that meets the requirements in terms of accuracy
and efficiency is utilized as the basic model, and instance-based
transfer learning and parameter-based transfer learning are
adopted to construct a vehicle detection model. Finally, in the
vehicle counting stage, vehicles in each frame are detected by the
deep learning vehicle detection model and counted by the vehicle
counting model based on the fusion of virtual detection area and
vehicle tracking, where a missing alarm suppression module
based on vehicle tracking and a false alarm suppression
module based on bounding box size statistics are designed to
avoid the vehicle counting error caused by missing detection or
false detection.

3 VEHICLE DETECTION

In the vehicle detection stage, a deep learning object detection
method is adopted. Specifically, to solve the problem of lacking
training data, transfer learning is used to construct a deep
learning vehicle detection model. Employing a deep learning
object detection model as the basic model and vehicle data in
open datasets as the training data, the vehicle detection model is
constructed by transfer learning.

3.1 Deep Learning Object Detection
In deep learning object detection models, a convolutional neural
network (CNN) is used to extract image features, and then a

FIGURE 1 | Framework for video-based vehicle counting.
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classifier and regressor are used to classify and locate the
extracted features. The existing models can be mainly
divided into two categories: two-stage detectors and one-
stage detectors. Two-stage detectors consist of a region
proposal network to feed region proposals into a classifier
and regressor, which have high object recognition and
localisation accuracy, but the efficiency is low, such as in
the R-CNN [29], Fast R-CNN [30] and Faster R-CNN [31].
One-stage detectors regard object detection as a regression
problem, which takes the entire image into a classifier and
regressor and predicts objects directly without a region
proposal step. Thus, they run faster than two-stage
detectors, such as SSD [32] and YOLO [33–35].

In vehicle counting, accuracy and efficiency are both
important. Therefore, a one-stage detector seems to be a better
choice for vehicle detection model construction. As a typical
representative of one-stage detectors, YOLO has better
performance in terms of efficiency and accuracy than many
other detectors, and the trade-off between accuracy and
efficiency can be made according to the requirements [35].
Thus, in this framework, YOLO is selected as the basic model
to construct a vehicle detection model. The implementation of
YOLO is as follows:

1) A series of convolutional layers and residual layers are used to
extract the features of the input image, and finally, three
feature maps with different scales are obtained.

2) Each feature map is divided into S × S grids, and B anchor
boxes are set for each grid cell to detect objects.

3) If the centre of an object falls into a grid cell, the classification
probabilities (including the probability of each classification)
and bounding box information (central point coordinate,
width, height, and detected confidence) of that object
would be detected by that grid cell.

4) The classification with maximum probability and the
bounding box with maximum is taken to detect confidence
as the output result of each grid cell, and the product of the
corresponding classification probability and the bounding box
is taken to detect confidence as the final detected confidence.

5) For each feature map, the above processes are carried out, and
the final result is obtained by synthesising the results of three
scales.

For object detection based on YOLO, the frame images in
traffic video are taken as the input, and the detection result is
taken as the input of vehicle counting. BBj = {bbi, i = 1, 2, . . . , n}
represents the detection result of a frame, bbi represents one
bounding box of the detected object in the detection result and
consists of six attributes: detected frame number f, central point
coordinate (x, y), width w, height h, classification c, and detected
confidence p.

3.2 Transfer Learning
Transfer learning aims to extract the knowledge from one or
more source tasks and applies them to a target task [36].
According to the representation of transferred knowledge,
transfer learning can be classified into four categories:

1) Instance-based transfer learning: Certain parts of data in the
source task can be reused and combined with data in the target
task to train a target model.

2) Parameter-based transfer learning: Some parameters, prior
distributions, or hyperparameters of the models are shared
between the source and the target task to improve the
effectiveness of learning.

3) Feature-representation transfer learning: A good feature
representation that reduces the difference between the
source and target tasks is found and the knowledge used to
transfer into the learned feature representation is encoded.

4) Relational-knowledge transfer learning: A mapping of
relational knowledge between the source and target task is
built, and the knowledge to be transferred is transformed into
the relationship among the data.

3.3 Transfer Learning Based on YOLO
Traffic videos in this study are captured from fixed cameras above
a straight road, including different light conditions, shooting
directions, traffic conditions, and resolutions, where cars,
buses, and trucks appear and the number of these three
vehicle types are counted separately. In deep learning vehicle
detection model construction, vehicle annotated data is needed as
training data. Some open datasets, such as MS COCO [37],
ImageNet [38] and PASCAL VOC [39], contain vehicle
annotated data. Although they are different from vehicles in
traffic videos, they can be used to build a target model through
transfer learning. However, open datasets also have some
limitations in this task because most of them are taken in the
horizontal direction and fewer are taken from the top tilt down
direction. Moreover, there are inevitably some annotation errors
in some images. In addition, because of the difference between
open datasets and traffic videos, the constructed model with high
accuracy in open datasets may not perform well in traffic videos.
Thus, it is necessary to build a supplemental dataset by labelling
some traffic scenario images, and then using it as training data
and testing data to further improve and evaluate the performance
of the constructed vehicle detection model.

Based on YOLO and vehicle annotated data in open datasets,
transfer learning is used to construct a deep learning vehicle
detection model. The process is as follows:

1) Source model construction: YOLO trained by vehicle data in
the MS COCO dataset is used as a source model. First, some
annotated images containing vehicles (car, bus, and truck) in
theMS COCO dataset are extracted. Then, k-means clustering
is used on the bounding boxes of the extracted dataset, and
nine anchor boxes (3 for each feature map in YOLO) for the
model are obtained. Finally, the extracted dataset is used to
train YOLO, and a source model Model-1 is obtained.

2) Supplemental dataset building: Model-1 is used to detect
frame images in traffic videos, and the results are further
processed into a refined annotated dataset. First, some frame
images in traffic videos are extracted every fixed interframe
space as a dataset to be annotated. Then, Model-1 is used to
detect the extracted frame images and utilise the detection
results as annotated data. Finally, the annotated data is further
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processed to make the annotation more reliable, the false
bounding boxes are removed, the missing detected objects are
labelled, and the bounding boxes with inaccurate localisation
and size are adjusted.

3) Transfer learning: Parameter-based transfer learning and
instance-based transfer learning are adopted to construct a
deep learning vehicle detection model. First, based on
parameter-based transfer learning, the task of Model-1 and
the target task are both considered vehicle detection, which
have a strong correlation so that the parameters of Model-1
can be used to initialise the network of the target model. Then,
based on instance-based transfer learning, the vehicle data in
the MS COCO dataset are combined with the supplemental
dataset, and k-means clustering is used on the combination to
obtain another nine anchor boxes for YOLO. Finally, the
merged dataset is used to train the initialised model, and a
target model, Model-2, is obtained.

4) Target model optimization: Using training data in the
supplemental dataset as training data, we further fine-tune the
parameters of Model-2 to obtain a better target model Model-3.

4 VEHICLE COUNTING

In the vehicle counting stage, on the basis of vehicle bounding
boxes obtained from vehicle detection, a new method of vehicle
counting based on fusing virtual detection area and vehicle
tracking is proposed, which considers the possible situation of
missing detection and false detection, while combining the ideas
of the traditional vehicle counting method based on virtual
detection area and vehicle tracking.

4.1 Virtual Detection Area and Vehicle
Counting
Considering the real-time requirement of vehicle counting,
vehicle counting based on virtual detection area is employed
as the basic method, and corresponding improvements are made
for the input as a bounding box. The principle of the improved
method is shown in Figure 2, and the process is as follows:

1) Virtual detection areas are set for each lane of the road section
in the video. To ensure that at most one vehicle passes through

the detection area at a time, the size of the detection area needs
to have some restrictions. The length is close to the length of a
car, and the width is similar to the width of the lane. In this
case, there is not more than one vehicle passing through the
detection area at the same time, which can reduce the
complexity of vehicle tracking and vehicle counting.

2) The relative location relationship between the detected vehicle
bounding box and the virtual detection area is calculated frame-
by-frame, and the status of the detection area is updated. As
shown in Figure 2A, if there is no central point of the bounding
box located in the detection area, the status of that area is S = 0,
indicating that no vehicle passes through. If there is a central
point of the vehicle bounding box detected in the detection area,
the status of that area is updated to S = 1, indicating that there is
one vehicle passing through.

3) According to the status changes of each detection area in the
frame sequence, the flow curve of each area can be obtained,
and then the vehicle number can be counted. As shown in
Figure 2B, when the status of an area in a frame is S = 0 and
becomes S = 1 in the next frame, the vehicle number of that
area is added to 1.

4.2 Missing Detection and False Detection
Missing detection (Figure 3, the yellow bounding box is missing
detection) and false detection (Figure 4, the red bounding box is
false detection) may occur in vehicle detection in continuous
frame sequences, which cause vehicle counting errors. As shown
in Figure 5, two vehicles pass through a virtual detection area,
however, the first vehicle is determined to be a new vehicle when
it is detected again after missing detection in one or several
frames. Thus, the vehicle counting error occurs, and two vehicles
are counted as three vehicles.

4.3 The Missing Alarm Suppression Module
Based on Vehicle Tracking
To detect missing vehicles, considering that vehicle tracking has
the ability to lock on each vehicle, a missing alarm suppression
module based on vehicle tracking is added to the vehicle counting
model. The module tracks detected vehicles in each area frame-
by-frame and determines whether the detected passing vehicle in
an area is a new vehicle to avoid incorrect counting caused by
missing detection. The process is as follows:

FIGURE 2 | The principle of vehicle counting based on virtual detection areas. (A) Status change of a virtual detection area; (B) Flow curve of a virtual detection area.
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1) Vehicles are detected in each frame. If the central point of a
detected vehicle bounding box is located in an area, the
bounding box of that vehicle is marked as the tracking
vehicle of that area. bbki is used to represent the detection
result of area k in a frame, and tbk is used to represent the
tracking vehicle of area k.

2) Vehicles in the next frame are detected and match each
detected vehicle with the tracking vehicle of the
corresponding area according to the space-time distance of
the vehicles. If there is a match, the tracking vehicle is updated
to the detected vehicle. If no matching occurs, the detected
vehicle is marked as a new tracking vehicle of the
corresponding area.

3) Step 2 is carried out frame-by-frame, the vehicle number of
each detection area is calculated based on the flow curve. In

addition, to calculate the number of each vehicle type, such
as car, bus, and truck, the flow curve of each vehicle type is
generated according to the classification of the detected
vehicles, and then each kind of number is calculated based
on the corresponding kind of flow curve separately.

In vehicle tracking, to ensure the real-time performance
of the module, an efficient vehicle tracking method based on
the space-time distance of vehicles is used to match the
detected vehicle with the tracking vehicle, including the
space distance (SD) between central points of bounding
boxes and the time distance (TD) of the bounding boxes
detected frame number. The smaller the SD or TD is, the
more likely two detected vehicles are the same vehicle. The
calculation is as follows:

FIGURE 3 | Vehicle missing detection. (A) Results of vehicle detection in frame i; (B) Results of vehicle detection in frame i + 1.

FIGURE 4 | Vehicle false detection. (A) Vehicle false detection situation a; (B) Vehicle false detection situation b.

FIGURE 5 | Incorrect vehicle counting caused by vehicle missing detection. (A) Flow curve of correct counting; (B) Flow curve of incorrect counting.
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SD(bbki , tbk) �
�������������������������(xbbki

− xtbk)2

+ (ybbki
− ytbk)2

√
�h
car

k

(1)

TD(bbki , tbk) � fbbki
− ftbk (2)

where bbki represents the bounding box detected in the current
frame in area k, tbk represents the bounding box of the tracking
vehicle of area k, and �h

car
k represents the average height of

bounding boxes whose classification is the car in area k. Then,
the new vehicle value (NV) is used to determine whether bbki is a
new vehicle or not. The calculation is as follows:

NV � { 1, SD(bbki , tbk)>TSD and TD(bbki , tbk)>TTD

0, otherwise
(3)

where TSD and TTD represent the SD tracking threshold and the
TD tracking threshold, respectively. Considering that a safe
distance between vehicles will be kept when vehicles drive and
that there is a relationship between this distance and the size of
the vehicle, we set TSD � 1/3 and TTD � 5. If SD(bbki , tbk) is
greater than TSD and TD(bbki , tbk) is greater than TTD, bbki is
determined to be a new vehicle.

Using this method to track vehicles has a low computing cost,
especially compared with deep learning vehicle detection. The
cost of this part is negligible, which does not affect the
computational efficiency of vehicle counting.

4.4 The False Alarm Suppression Module
Based on Bounding Box Size Statistics
For the problem of false vehicle detection, a false alarm
suppression module based on the bounding box size statistics
is added to the vehicle counting model. The false detection
bounding box is usually larger or smaller than those of correct
detections. Therefore, the false detection bounding box can be
removed by comparing it with the size range of the correct
detection. The process is as follows:

1) From the beginning of vehicle detection, the vehicle bounding
box detected in each detection area is stored separately
according to vehicle classification, and the height of every
bounding box of each vehicle classification is averaged as �h

c
k,

where c represents the vehicle classification and k represents
the detection area.

2) Vehicles in each frame are detected, and the true detection
value (TV) is used to determine whether a detected vehicle is a
true detection. If it is a false detection, it is removed. The
calculation is as follows:

TV � { 1,
∣∣∣∣∣hbbki − �h

c

k

∣∣∣∣∣<Tsize × �h
c

k

0, otherwise
(4)

TV � { 1, (1 + Tsize)�hcark < hbbki < (1 + Tsize)�hbusk

0, otherwise
(5)

where hbbki represents the height of bounding box bb
k
i detected in

area k and Tsize is the threshold. Considering that vehicles of the
same classification have different sizes, especially trucks, we use

Eq. 4 to determine a car and a bus, and use Eq. 5 to determine a
truck, setting the Tsize � 0.5.

3) Step 1 and step 2 are executed cyclically, and �h
c
k is updated

until the end of the video.

The elimination of false detection may lead to missing
detection, but it can be corrected by the abovementioned
missing alarm suppression module based on vehicle tracking.

4.5 Vehicle Number Calculation
The process of vehicle counting based on fusing the virtual
detection area and vehicle tracking is as follows (Figure 6):

1) Virtual detection area setting: according to the vehicle
counting task for road sections or lanes, virtual detection
areas are set up in each road section or lane.

2) Vehicle detection: Vehicles are detected frame-by-frame and
the detected bounding boxes are taken as the output of the
detection result, including classification, detected confidence,
coordinate of the central point, width, and height.

3) False alarm suppression: In each detection area, according to
the size of the detected bounding boxes, a detected bounding
box is determined as false detection or not, and if so, false
detection is eliminated.

FIGURE 6 | The workflow of vehicle counting.
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4) Missing alarm suppression: In each detection area, vehicle
tracking based on the location of vehicle bounding boxes is
carried out on the vehicles detected in the continuous frame
sequence to determine whether the detected vehicle is a new
vehicle.

5) Vehicle number calculation: Based on the virtual detection
area and vehicle tracking, the flow curve of each vehicle type in
every detection area is monitored to calculate the vehicle
number.

5 EXPERIMENTS

To evaluate the performance of the proposed vehicle counting
framework, four experiments are designed and carried out.

The experimental environment is a CPU: Intel Core i7-8700
3.20 GHz; Memory: 16 GB (2,666 MHz); GPU: NVIDIA GeForce
GTX 1070, 8 GB.

The experimental data included ten traffic videos with
different light conditions, shooting directions, traffic
conditions, and resolutions (Table 1). All videos are captured
for 5 min at 20 frames per second (fps). The MS COCO dataset is
used as the basic training data because it has the characteristics of
multiple small objects in a noncentral distribution in an image,
which is more in line with the daily traffic scenario.

5.1 The Effectiveness of the Supplemental
Dataset
Purpose: The purpose of the experiment is to evaluate the
effectiveness of the supplemental dataset in the construction of
the vehicle detection model.

The supplemental dataset is built as training data and testing
data to further improve and evaluate the performance of the
constructed vehicle detection model. According to the process
introduced in Section 3.3, 1,660 images are refined annotated in
total and then divided into training data and testing data; 1,000 for
training and 660 for testing. In particular, only frame images in
videos 1–8 are included, and videos 9 and 10 are used to evaluate
the generalisability of the constructed vehicle counting model.

Based on vehicle data in the MS COCO dataset and the
supplemental dataset, the following five vehicle detection
models are trained, and their accuracies are evaluated. Model-
coco is trained by 16,270 images with vehicles in the MS COCO

dataset. Model-100, Model-250, Model-500 and Model-1000 are
constructed as described in Section 3.3, and the number of
supplemental training data points is 100, 250, 500 and 1,000,
respectively. All models contain frame images of videos 1–8. The
testing data for these five models are 660 images in the
supplemental dataset, and the mean Average Precision (mAP)
is used to represent the accuracy of these models. The mAP score
is calculated by taking the mean AP over all classes and overall
IoU thresholds, depending on different detection challenges that
exist. In this study, AP for one object class is calculated for an
Intersection over Union (IoU) threshold of 0.5. So the mAP@0.5
is averaged over all object classes. The accuracy of each model is
shown in Table 2. As the amount of supplemental training data
increases, the accuracy of the vehicle detection model is
improved, especially from 48.78 to 73.07% with just 100
supplemental training data points. Thus, the supplemental
dataset plays a role in vehicle detection model construction
through transfer learning, which considerably improves vehicle
detection accuracy by using only a small amount of
supplemental data.

5.2 The Generalization of Vehicle Counting
Purpose: The purpose of the experiment is to evaluate the
generalization of the vehicle counting model in videos with
various light conditions, shooting directions, traffic conditions,
and resolutions.

When employing Model-1000 constructed in Experiment 1 as
the vehicle detection model, the vehicle numbers of the above 10
videos are counted, and the counting accuracy and computational
efficiency are evaluated. Figure 7 shows the screenshots of vehicle
counting in traffic video. For direct-viewing expressions, only
bounding boxes of vehicles passing through the detection area are
displayed. First, in each video, virtual detection areas are set in
each land. Then, vehicle counting is carried out in each detection
area according to vehicle type, and the number of each type in
each detection area is calculated as the counting results of the
corresponding lane. Finally, the counting result of the road
section is obtained by adding the counting results of all lanes.
The counting results are shown in Table 3, where NR and ND
refer to the real and detected number of vehicles, respectively, and
CA (%) refers to the counting accuracy. The following
conclusions can be drawn:

1) The model has strong performance in videos with various
light conditions, shooting directions, traffic conditions, and
resolutions, and the counting accuracy of the total number of
vehicles and the number of three vehicle types all reach up to
99%. This shows that vehicle counting based on fusing virtual

TABLE 1 | Information on traffic videos.

Video Light Shooting direction Traffic conditions Resolution

1 Day Front Traffic lights 1,280 × 720
2 Day Front Light 1920 × 1,080
3 Day Back Heavy 1920 × 1,440
4 Night Back Heavy 1920 × 1,440
5 Day Front Traffic lights 1920 × 1,440
6 Night Front Traffic lights 1920 × 1,440
7 Night Front Traffic lights 1920 × 1,440
8 Night Back Light 1920 × 1,440
9 Day Oblique front Traffic lights 932 × 500
10 Day Oblique back Light 932 × 500

TABLE 2 | Vehicle detection accuracy of each model (mAP@0.5).

Model Training data All Car Bus Truck

Model-coco Coco 48.78 74.46 53.89 17.68
Model-100 coco +100 73.07 79.23 67.48 72.50
Model-250 coco +250 76.75 79.80 74.45 75.99
Model-500 coco +500 80.20 86.12 77.24 77.24
Model-1000 coco +1000 84.40 87.21 81.86 84.12
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detection area and vehicle tracking can avoid the errors caused
by missing detection and false detection, which further
improves the accuracy of vehicle counting, although the
accuracy of vehicle detection is not very high.

2) The counting accuracy of video 9 and video 10 also reaches
99%, which shows that the model has good generalisability.

3) The computational efficiency of the model is faster than
20 fps, which meets the requirement of real-time vehicle
counting.

5.3 The Effectiveness of Transfer Learning
Purpose: The purpose of the experiment is to evaluate the
effectiveness of transfer learning in the construction of a deep
learning vehicle counting model.

The following three vehicle detection models are constructed
during transfer learning.

1) Model-1: This model is a source model trained by vehicle data
in the MS COCO dataset.

2) Model-2: This model is a target model initialised by
parameters of Model-1 and trained by the merged datasets
of vehicle data in the MS COCO dataset and the supplemental
dataset.

3) Model-3: This model is a target model fine-tuned fromModel-
2 through further training on the supplemental dataset.

To verify the effectiveness of instance-based and parameter-
based transfer learning, another two vehicle detection models are
constructed:

4) Model-4: This model is a target model initialised by
parameters of Model-1 and trained by just the
supplemental dataset to validate the effectiveness of
instance-based transfer learning.

5) Model-5: This model is a target model trained by the merged
datasets of vehicle data in the MS COCO dataset and
supplemental dataset without initialisation by the
parameters of Model-1. The model is then fine-tuned by
the supplemental dataset to validate the effectiveness of
parameter-based transfer learning.

The above fivemodels are used to count the vehicle number of 10
videos, and the counting accuracies of eachmodel are combined and
compressed. Because the final task of the vehicle detection model is
to count vehicles and the vehicle counting method proposed in this
paper can further improve the accuracy of vehicle counting when the
accuracy of vehicle detection is not high enough, the accuracy of
vehicle counting is used as the evaluation index of the accuracy of the
model. The average counting accuracy of each model in 10 videos is
shown in Table 4. From the experimental results, the following
conclusions can be drawn:

FIGURE 7 | Screenshots of vehicle counting in traffic videos.

TABLE 3 | Results of vehicle counting.

Video Total Car Bus Truck Efficiency
(fps)NR ND CA (%) NR ND CA (%) NR ND CA (%) NR ND CA (%)

1 145 145 100.00 141 141 100.00 4 4 100.00 0 0 100.00 22.2
2 226 226 100.00 216 216 100.00 10 10 100.00 0 0 100.00 21.3
3 99 100 98.99 67 68 98.51 2 2 100.00 30 30 100.00 20.2
4 136 136 100.00 83 82 98.80 3 3 100.00 50 51 98.00 20.2
5 127 127 100.00 100 100 100.00 1 1 100.00 26 26 100.00 20.2
6 138 139 99.28 109 109 100.00 2 2 100.00 27 28 96.30 20.2
7 119 117 98.32 55 54 98.18 0 0 100.00 64 63 98.44 20.2
8 254 254 100.00 247 247 100.00 7 7 100.00 0 0 100.00 20.2
9 151 151 100.00 144 144 100.00 7 7 100.00 0 0 100.00 22.5
10 184 184 100.00 171 171 100.00 13 13 100.00 0 0 100.00 22.5
Average — — 99.66 — — 99.55 — — 100.00 — — 99.27 21.0
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1) Compared with other models, Model-3 has the best detection
accuracy, and the counting accuracy of the total number of
vehicles, as well as the number of three vehicle types all reach
99%, which shows that the vehicle counting model based on
transfer learning performs well.

2) Model-1, Model-2, and Model-3 improve the counting
accuracy step-by-step, which shows that transfer learning
plays a role. Annotated data of the target task can be
obtained from the source model, and further processing
into refined annotated data improves the performance of
the target model through transfer learning.

3) Compared with Model-4 and Model-5, Model-3 has better
detection accuracy. It shows that instance-based and
parameter-based transfer learning are both working. A
more reliable deep learning model can be constructed
without annotated data through transfer learning.

5.4 The Robustness of Vehicle Counting
Purpose: The purpose of the experiment is to evaluate the
robustness of vehicle counting under the condition of a vehicle
detection model with higher efficiency but lower accuracy.

In the proposed framework, the vehicle detection process takes
most of the computing cost and depends on the efficiency of the
basic model used in the vehicle detection model construction
stage. The vehicle counting process avoids the errors caused by

missing detection and false detection and further improves the
accuracy of vehicle number calculation. Thus, the framework is
flexible, and the trade-off between accuracy and efficiency can be
made according to the requirement by choosing a deep learning
object detectionmodel with suitable performance in accuracy and
efficiency as the basic model.

Tiny-YOLO is a simplified version of YOLO that has higher
efficiency but lower accuracy. Tiny-YOLO is used as the basic
model, and a vehicle detection model (Model-1000-Tiny) is
constructed in the same way as Model-1000. Then, it is used to
perform vehicle counting in 10 videos and evaluate the
counting accuracy and computational efficiency. The vehicle
detection accuracy of Model-1000-Tiny is shown in Table 5,
which is more than 10% lower than Model-1000. The vehicle
counting result is shown in Table 6; it can see that the counting
accuracy of the total number of vehicles and the number of
three vehicle types are relatively lower than that of Model-
1000, but the gap is not as large as vehicle detection accuracy. It
is higher than 98% in the total vehicle number and car number,
90.37% in bus number and 97.61% in truck number. Although
the average counting accuracy of the bus number is not very
high, it performs well in eight of the 10 videos. It only makes
large mistakes in video 6 and video 8, while two buses are
counted into one bus in video 6, and 7 buses are counted into
five buses in video 8. However, this is likely caused by the small
real number of buses; once there is an error, the accuracy is
seriously reduced, and thus, overall, the model has good
performance. However, in computational efficiency, using
Tiny-YOLO as the basic model is more efficient than using
YOLO, which can reach 53.4 fps, more than twice that of
Model-1000. Thus, the proposed framework can maintain
high accuracy of vehicle counting, although the accuracy of
the vehicle detection model is not very high, and the trade-off
between accuracy and efficiency can be made according to the
requirements.

6 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, a deep learning framework for video-based
vehicle counting is proposed. The framework has two main

TABLE 4 | Vehicle counting accuracy of each model (%).

Model Total Car Bus Truck Average

Model-1 95.88 89.32 41.53 52.25 69.75
Model-2 99.32 99.42 85.67 86.60 92.75
Model-3 99.66 99.55 100.00 99.27 99.62
Model-4 99.39 99.16 97.57 98.29 98.60
Model-5 99.55 98.94 87.57 97.63 95.92

TABLE 5 | Vehicle detection accuracy of Model-1000-Tiny (mAP@0.5).

Model Training data All Car Bus Truck

Model-1000-Tiny coco +1000 71.21 72.70 75.20 65.73

TABLE 6 | Results of vehicle counting (Tiny-YOLO).

Video Total Car Bus Truck Efficiency
(fps)NR ND CA (%) NR ND CA (%) NR ND CA (%) NR ND CA (%)

1 145 143 98.62 141 139 98.58 4 4 100.00 0 0 100.00 86.5
2 226 227 99.56 216 216 100.00 10 11 90.00 0 0 100.00 42.5
3 99 101 97.98 67 68 98.51 2 2 100.00 30 31 96.67 32.4
4 136 141 96.32 83 83 100.00 3 3 100.00 50 55 90.00 32.4
5 127 129 98.43 100 102 98.00 1 1 100.00 26 26 100.00 32.4
6 138 140 98.55 109 110 99.08 2 1 50.00 27 29 92.59 32.4
7 119 116 97.48 55 54 98.18 0 0 100.00 64 62 96.88 32.4
8 254 255 99.61 247 250 98.79 7 5 71.43 0 0 100.00 32.4
9 151 152 99.34 144 145 99.31 7 7 100.00 0 0 100.00 105.3
10 184 188 97.83 171 174 98.25 13 14 92.31 0 0 100.00 105.3
Average — — 98.37 — — 98.87 — — 90.37 — — 97.61 53.4
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tasks: deep learning vehicle detection model construction
and vehicle counting. In deep learning vehicle detection
model construction, to solve the problem of lacking
annotated data, based on an open dataset, instance-
based transfer learning and parameter-based transfer
learning are adopted to construct a vehicle detection model
with good performance. In vehicle counting, for the possible
situation of vehicle missing detection and false detection,
vehicle counting based on fusing virtual detection area and
vehicle tracking is proposed. Missing alarm suppression
module based on vehicle tracking and false alarm
suppression module based on bounding box size statistics
are designed to avoid vehicle counting errors caused by
missing detection or false detection, which further
improves the accuracy of vehicle counting. In this
framework, the trade-off between accuracy and efficiency
can be made according to the requirement by choosing a
deep learning object detection model with a suitable
performance in accuracy and efficiency as the basic model.
Moreover, the proposed framework can improve the accuracy
of vehicle counting although the accuracy of vehicle detection
is not very high.

All the traffic videos used in this study are shot on straight
roads. However, there are other scenarios in traffic
surveillance, such as intersections and T-junctions.
Although the model in this study has strong performance
in straight road scenarios, making the model work well in
different scenarios is an important problem to solve. Future
work will consider scene adaptation to build a vehicle
counting framework for different scenarios.
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